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// who 

Instructor of Art 

Learning Technologies Consultant 

Co-Administrator Virtual Campus 

Bowling Green State University 



What is play? 

// play > fun > experiment 

Play is an organized activity that is disguised as something that is 

fun and/or competitive.  

The form of play can be very structured (with rules and deep 

strategies, as in chess) or more loosely defined and open-ended 

(as in playing with blocks). 

In a state of play, teaching and learning flow naturally, opening up 

opportunities for exploration and experimentation by every person 

in the room. 



What is play? 

// cornhole > arthole 

Arthole was played on the 

first day of a 2D Foundations 

course. 

The end result was to create 

forms in which compositions 

with the golden ratio  

(hierarchical structures) 

could be found. 



Play is something students understand. 

// play > games > value of rules 

Students play games.  

Learn the rules.  

Frown on breaking  

the rules (cheating).  

Get upset when rules  

are changed (nerfed).  



// play > games > value of rules 

Grades often prevent students 

from changing the rules of  

the assignment.  

Play is something students understand. 



// play > games > value of rules 

Students do not get upset  

when they break the rules  

of a system… 

Especially when there are  

NO consequences.  

Play is something students understand. 



// play > games > value of rules 

Students “game” the system. 

Traditional Foundations  

pedagogy teaches the  

inherent rules of the  

“Academic System.”  

Language is a system that  

Students are redefining the 

rules for… 

Play is something students understand. 



// play > games > value of rules 

OMG, u dn’t  

believe me?  

LOL! 

Play is something students understand. 



What is play? 

// signifier > string 

String Stuff 

After a discussion about signs,  

signifiers, and the signified,  

students were asked to  

use string in playful ways as  

signifiers for other objects.   



Play is not serious.  

// play > train > interest in playing 

“The supposed seriousness of  

art has a widespread effect  

on teaching.”  

James Elkins,  

Why Art Cannot Be Taught 



Play is not serious.  

// play > train > interest in playing 

Athletes and professionals  

who play games train 

and practice. 

They take their  

profession seriously.  



Play is not serious.  

// play > train > interest in playing 

People who make games play  

with algorithms (set of working  

instructions to solve a problem)  

take their profession seriously  

as well (look at the size of the  

video game industry).  



Play is not serious.  

// play > train > interest in playing 

Artists have interests;  

formulate questions from  

interests; questions  

become artworks  

(to answer or ask  

others that question).  

Problem solving >> 

Problem seeking 



Play is not serious.  

// play > train > interest in playing 

We expect students to have 

interests that don’t involve 

games or playing.  

Students separate their  

interests in playing from  

working (i.e. school and  

making art – for homework).  



Convergent Methodologies in Art Pedagogy 

// automation > teacher’s template 

Lev Manovich, “The Language  

of New Media” cites Automation  

as a principle of New Media.  

“… [the] user modifies or  

creates from scratch a media  

object using templates or  

simple algorithms”.  



Convergent Methodologies in Art Pedagogy 

// automation > teacher’s template 

K-12 Art education brings students  

to Foundations who have only  

created works based on templates  

(simple algorithms) set forth by the 

teacher (convergent methodologies,  

i.e. having the end product in mind.) 



Convergent Methodologies in Art Pedagogy 

// algorithms > student generated algorithms  

In David Kamm’s article in Fate in Review, Volume 30, 2009  

“What about Creativity: Six Pieces in an Unsolved Puzzle” 

He wrote that his students found creativity in the “computer lab 

where the students surfed the Internet in search of an image they 

could reproduce and call their own.”  

An algorithm they no doubt where taught, not through play, but 

through a repeated convergent methodology in previous art 

education.  



Convergent Methodologies in Art Pedagogy 

// algorithms > student generated algorithms  

At the FATE 2009 conference in Portland, Brian Evans, 

University of Alabama, said in his presentation “Leveraging the 

Analogic” (on panel “Lost and Found: The Missing Elements and 

Principles of Art and Design) that he considered Algorithms  

(by way of repetition and contrast) the missing principle in 

Foundations Art… 

Teaching students to create sets of working instructions to 

create their own artworks.  



Convergent Methodologies in Art Pedagogy 

// algorithms > student generated algorithms  

Creating algorithms becomes,  

creating games.  

Playing games becomes  

process and working with  

materials.  

Play can happen before or  

after the algorithm is identified.  



State of Play 

// pedagogy > thinktank & fate > state of play publication 

ThinkTank4 in 2009 at the U. of Georgia, Athens,  

Play became a topic of a break out group.  

State of Play became a collaborative project  

to collect and identify activities & assigments  

that encouraged play.  

Algorithms for divergent methodology.  

Play can be an activity done by one.  

A game with objectives for many.  



Integra(veteaching.org/stateofplay 





























Art Methods & Practice 

// new direction > transparency > value of play 

This course makes transparent the methodologies, critical 

frameworks, and construction of meaning that goes into making art.  

More classes should: 

•  Break the students habit of consistently working within a convergent algorithm 

•  Make transparent their own history of “following the rules”  

•  Inspire a rebellious attitude to “re-write/ create their own rules” 

•  Give up a grade system reliant upon accrediting value to a work by how well it 

did what it was “supposed to” 

•  Values work that is playful, play inspired, is playable, was created out of play 
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